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When projects processed in the above manner were copied from a network location to external or internal
drives or from internal to external drives it was observed that the path of the info file remained fixed to the
original path name. Upon opening the copied project, the CARIS program asked to update the navigation
folder, but not the info file. Keeping the info file in with the ASCII navigation did not appear to change this.
Certain editors such as navigation editor or swath editor could not be opened within CARIS and the lines
became locked.

The workaround is to recreate the exact folder structure of the original project on the internal or external
drive. However, it is recognized that this is an issue for submission because files are placed in the
appropriate submission folders without regard for how the projects were originally set up.

A request was logged with CARIS support and the information sent to the development team. Information
from CARIS supports indicates that the Check Project process was not checking for an *.info file when using
an ASCII file for auxiliary navigation. CARIS correspondence indicates that this has been fixed so that the
check process will look for *.info missing files, enabling users to update their location using the Reset Raw
Data Location dialog box. This fix should be available in both versions 10.4.10 (tentatively early-January)
and 11.1.0 (tentatively mid-January). Due to licensing limitations this has not been tested in-house and the
workaround to maintain original path names and drive letters was used. The original path for this project is:

N:\noaa\2018-OPR-J317-KR-18_193519-TampaBay\Sheets\H13171-Sheet2\Geo\Software_Projects\CARIS
\H13171

C. Vertical and Horizontal Control

Additional information discussing the vertical or horizontal control for this survey can be found in the
accompanying HVCR.

C.1 Vertical Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water.

ERS Methods Used:

 ERS via VDATUM

Ellipsoid to Chart Datum Separation File:

 TampaBay_EC_poly_xyNAD83-MLLW_geoid12b
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C.2 Horizontal Control

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum 1983. 

The projection used for this project is 17N.

The positioning systems aboard the vessels utilize Oceaneering® C-Nav® systems which deliver Precise
Point Positioning (PPP). The C-Nav® GPS systems receive corrections through the C-Nav® Subscription
Services.

D. Results and Recommendations

D.1 Chart Comparison

Chart comparisons were evaluated in CARIS. A combination of sounding selection layers, user-defined
depth ranges and contours generated from multibeam survey data were used to compare surveyed soundings
to charted depths. The sounding selection layer was generated from the H13171 surface using a shoal biased,
single-defined radius of 200 m, which provided sufficient soundings across the survey area with which to
compare to charted depths and contours. In order to differentiate surveyed soundings, soundings from the
selected sounding layer were separated into different layers based on charted contour depths: all soundings
9.1 m and less were added to one layer, soundings between 9.11 and 10.9 m were added to another layer, and
soundings 10.91 m and greater were added to a final layer. The user defined depth range color chart based on
charted contours is shown in Figure 37.




